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 Recommended Reading for “Getting Dressed” 
 

      
 

 

Ella Gets Dressed, by Margaret Chodos-Irvine 
 

 Ages 2-4. Ella Sarah may be little, but she has a BIG sense of style – and it isn’t 
at all like that of her mother, father, or sister. They all want her to dress just like    
them, but Ella Sarah will have none of it.  This spirited Caldecott Honor-winning  
story will gently nudge children toward independence, providing plenty of  
exuberant colors and patterns to identify along the way.  –Amazon 

 

     
 

 
We Can Get Dressed: Putting on My Clothes, by Marion Cocklico  
 

Ages 2–5.  In We Can Get Dressed, Millie and Mo get ready for a day out.   
This novelty book with a sweet story has fun flaps to lift and mechanisms to  
move, as well as practical tips for parents and caregivers on each page, 
endorsed by leading Early Years Consultant, Dr. Amanda Gummer. —Amazon 

 

        

 
 

 
Oliver West!  It’s Time to Get Dressed! By Kelly Louise 
 

Ages 3–6. When Oliver sees his friends playing outside, he can’t wait to join 
them. But something is standing in his way …his pajamas! Will Oliver be able  
to put on his pants and shirt so he can play too? What if he can’t find his 

   shoe? Watch Oliver struggle through the natural behaviors and emotions of a  
   young child learning a new skill as Mom guides him with gentle nudges, loving  
   encouragement, and lots of praise. —Amazon 

 
 

     
 

 

No Pants!  By Jacob Grant 
 

Ages 4–7.  Pablo and his dad are ready for a party day! All they need to do is get  
ready.  Brush teeth. Put on pants.  And they’ll be ready to go. Only Pablo has  
another idea: No Pants! Suddenly it’s looking as if party time is a ways off after 
all. Here’s a hilarious and warm-hearted look at a father-son relationship that  
shows there is more than one way of wearing – and thinking about – pants!   
—Amazon 

 

   

 
Still Stuck, by Shinsuke Yoshitake 
 

Ages 2–4.  Getting dressed and undressed can be difficult, especially for little  
ones. While getting ready for a bath one evening, a little boy gets stuck in his 
clothes. He panics and starts to fear that life would be over if he never gets 
unstuck. How will he play outside? How will he stop the cat from tickling his 
tummy? It’s a good thing Mom is around to help. But when it’s time to put on 
his pajamas, the boy finds himself with a whole new problem.  —Amazon 

 

 


